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ABSTRACT
Adaguc-server is an open source geographical information system to visualize,
combine, compare and share real-time meteorological, climatological and remote
sensing data via OGC standards. During implementation of the server, we ran into
the limits of what is possible with OGC standards. To overcome the found limits,
extensions to the OGC standards were developed to achieve the required functionality
and interoperability. The presented solution is used as a building block in a web based
meteorological working station.
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(1) OVERVIEW

1. INTRODUCTION
In this article we detail the Adaguc-server, a geographical
information system dedicated to visualize meteorological,
climatological and atmospheric datasets via web services.
Visualization and data serving is based on the Web Map
Service (WMS) [4] and Web Coverage Service (WCS)
specifications from the Open Geospatial Consortium.
This ensures that web services offered by Adaguc-server
can be used in other geographical information systems,
e.g. using and adhering to standards should allow for
interoperability between systems. The Adaguc-server
is designed to compare datasets in space and time by
offering geographical maps, histograms, ensembles
and time-series of atmospheric datasets. The Adagucserver supports real time update and aggregation of
data streams, making data from radars, satellites and
operational weather models accessible as a webservice.
The system accepts data in large or small chunks, the
data can be given to the system in many smaller files
if necessary. The server reprojects the geographical data
to allow spatial comparisons of different geographical
projections. Graphical representations of the data can be
made using contour lines, shading, hillshading, nearest
neighbour rendering and symbology, see Figure 1.
The Adaguc-server is used to provide open access to
meteorological data and to provide visualizations for a
web based meteorological working station.

2. IMPLEMENTATION AND ARCHITECTURE
Supported data formats and data types
In the atmospheric domain, datasets can be very
heterogeneous. Meteorological and climatological
datasets are often represented in more than 3

dimensions and is continuously updated. In many cases
these datasets have four dimensions: time, elevation,
latitude and longitude. To provide uniform access to
these different datasets and data formats, an internal
data model was developed. In the following sections we
will detail this data model and data formats it supports.
We will also describe how support for live data streams is
achieved.

The ADAGUC common data model (ACDM)
The Adaguc-server uses a data model to index incoming
data streams. This is mapped to the Adaguc common
data model (ACDM). The data model resembles the
data model from NetCDF [12]. NetCDF [5] can be seen
as an array container where data is stored in arrays
of N-dimensions. These are often X/Y/Z/T, but other
dimensions are possible, such as members from an
ensemble model, or precalculated thresholds for
statistics. As with NetCDF, the Adaguc common data
model uses dimensions to specify the length of arrays,
variables to store the actual data (array container) and
attributes to specify the properties of each variable. The
data model supports subsetting data via dimensions,
helping to reduce data transfer and to minimize
memory footprint during data processing. The data
model supports aggregating individual files to a single
data model. An indexing database is used to allow for
live updates of services, fast querying of subsets and
support for virtually unlimited dataset sizes. Adapters
exist for several formats for conversion into the data
model. This allows downstream software components
to be simpler, as they do not have to worry about the
original data formats. The ACDM idea is inspired by the
Common Data Model (CDM) from Unidata [12].

Figure 1 Application of Adaguc-server: Realtime WMS for NWCSAF in a Web application.
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Supported Data formats

Built-in data converters and post processors

The server supports data types stored in the following
data formats: NetCDF, HDF5, PNG, GeoJSON, CSV and
OpenDAP [3]. OpenDAP is a data web service for scientific
datasets [6]. The Adaguc-server reads these different data
formats and data types into the same data model. For
example the HDF5 data format can be read transparently
into the same data model, as it is very similar to NetCDF.
Both HDF5 as well as NetCDF use dimensions, variables
and attributes to store data. Other data formats, such
as PNG, GeoJSON and CSV, need more work to map to
an uniform data model. For these data formats custom
adapters have been written.

Adaguc-server has a number of data converters and
data post processors to support non-standard data
conventions. It is for example possible to combine
multiple variables into a single variable, to change the
unit of measurement (e.g. Kelvin to degrees Celsius), or
to change radar reflectivity (dBZ) into precipitation rate
(mm/hour).

Data types
Adaguc-server can read regular grids, polygons and
point data. Supported data types are for example model
grids, structured and curvilinear grids, gridded data from
satellites, radar observations, full color satellite imagery,
satellite swath data, point observations, point time series
and polygons. Adaguc-server is optimized to efficiently
access data from remote OPeNDAP web services, like the
services offered via Unidata’s THREDDS server [2].

Aggregation of data files
Adaguc-server supports aggregations of multiple files into
a single data and visualization service. This means that
multiple files can be made available in a single WMS layer.
The Adaguc-server allows for querying a sequence of files
in a single webservice using the time dimension. In this
case the files are concatenated using the time dimension,
which means that the web service has one endpoint
where you can query for different dates. From the user
perspective it looks like there is one big file, but in practice
several smaller files are internally used on the server. This
means the individual data files can be small, speeding up
access to huge datasets. The webservice can extend the
dataset when new files arrive. New files can be added to
the service at any moment without causing interruptions.
This feature can be used for building real-time weather
services, where new data is available constantly.

Adjusting metadata and data structure
The internal data model allows for tweaking the structure
and metadata of the data. Adaguc-server can read a
NetCDF file with bad metadata and then fix it by applying
NCML which is a descriptive file in the NetCDF Markup
language [10]. After the data file structure is read into
the data model, it can be adjusted with NCML.
NCML describes how (meta)data needs to be changed
in a standardized way. NCML allows dimensions, variables
and attributes to be changed, removed or added. This
means that a file which has incorrect metadata can be
adjusted to become a file with correct metadata. This
flexibility allows Adaguc-server to visualize many data
files with bad or missing metadata. It can also be used to
visualize existing datasets which cannot be fixed (regarding
metadata). This feature is inspired by implementations in
the Thredds data server, which has similar functionality.

Making meteorological data accessible via open
standards
Adaguc-server can translate multi-dimensional datasets
into a Web Map Service, enabling querying of the provided
dimensions via the Web Map Service. The dimensions
are advertised in the WMS GetCapabilities document.
Viewers capable of using these dimensions can then be
used to browse and visualize the data in a web browser.
The WMS specification specifies two special dimensions,
ELEVATION and TIME. Other dimensions are prefixed
with DIM_< dimension name>, as specified in the WMS
OGC standard). If needed, the dimension name can be
adjusted via the configuration of Adaguc-server.

Extensions to the Web Map Service standard
Database for indexing live data streams
To keep track of all the files and their dimensions, a
relational database is used. This can either be PostgreSQL
(preferred) or SQLite. This database is used to store an
index of NetCDF files. These can contain many model
levels and time steps in one file. Therefore it is useful
to index a reference to the precise location of the data
blocks inside the file. The server does this only for the
non-geographical dimensions such as time and elevation
(not the X and Y dimensions); allowing Adaguc-server to
quickly find the corresponding file when a request for
a certain time step is made. This database is used to
support live updating of the service without interruptions
or restarts.

The Adaguc-server provides extensions to the WMS
standard to make meteorological data available in a
convenient way. For a part these extensions are based
on the NCWMS [1] extensions and the MetOcean Domain
Working Group [8]. Others are the result of resolving
difficulties that arose during implementation. This
section summarizes the extensions.

JSON output format for GetFeatureInfo
In weather applications it is often desired to see a time
series graph for a certain location on the map. Using WMS,
we want to be able to query the WMS layer for a time
sequence. The standard WMS GetFeatureInfo supports
querying a single location for a single value and returns
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either text, xml or html. For our application we need
to efficiently get multiple values for a specific location,
and output it in a web developer friendly format. Both
requirements are not supported by the WMS standard
specification, therefore extensions to the WMS standard
were needed. This extension supports querying a single
location for multiple timesteps and supports returning
data in the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format.
Querying multiple dates can be done by using wildcards
or time range queries (start/end).

Wildcards for dimension querying using
GetFeatureInfo
By default, WMS does not support querying multiple
values at once. To get a timeseries, you have to query
each data separately. As we found it cumbersome to
compose multiple requests with the same dimension
value, Adaguc-server supports the option to use wildcards
for dimensions. This includes support for range querying
(start/end) and wildcards such as an asterisk ‘*’ returning
all values for that dimension, see Figure 2.

GetPointValue extension for GetFeatureInfo
The Adaguc-server further extends the standard by
adding an extra request function called GetPointValue.
Normally with GetFeatureInfo you query the map
obtained with the GetMap request. This map has a
coordinate system in screen space coordinates, and
therefore the GetFeatureInfo also queries in screen
space coordinates. The GetPointValue extension allows
for querying a location in projection coordinates. Any
projection known to the Pro.4j library is supported.

timestamps, multiple model runs are available. Often it
is desired to see the latest run, but sometimes you want
to be able to look at previous model runs, for example
when you want to see how a forecast develops for the
same timestamp.
The MetOcean domain working group came up with
best practices [8] for serving weather models through
WMS. Adaguc-server is following these. At the moment
this is done by using a reference-time dimension in
combination with time dimension. The reference-time
value can be set to the model run you want to see.
This immediately raises the problem that it is
impossible to know what the valid combinations are for
time and reference time from only the GetCapabilities
document, as shown in Figure 3.
In the WMS GetCapabilities, two dimensions with ranges
from 00H to 18H hour with 3 hourly increments and one
from 00H to 12H with hourly increments are given. These
form a matrix of combinations. The problem is that you
cannot know which combinations are valid (marked yellow).
It is not possible to make the time dimension dependent on
the reference time dimension. It would be nice to have the
possible time values for a given reference time value.
To overcome this issue, a heuristic is to use the difference
between the end of the reference dimension and the
time dimension. This gives an indication of the length of
each model run. Smart viewers can take this into account
when showing model data from such a webservice. The
most practical solution would be to add extra functions
extending the WMS standard to enable clients to obtain
this information. Adaguc is experimenting with an extra
call to get the list of model runs for a certain time step and
with a call to get the available times for a given model run.

Support for weather models with forecast runs
Adaguc-server can serve weather model data as a Web
Map Service. Weather models share a specific feature:
model runs provide forecasts for the future and have an
overlap with the previous run. That means that for most

ncWMS Extensions: Change the color range of the
legend
ncWMS is a Web Map Service implementation for
environmental geospatial data. ncWMS is developed by

Figure 2 Example of using WMS extensions to display a timeseries graph.
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the Reading e-Science Centre at the University of Reading,
UK [1]. ncWMS has designed new extensions to the WMS
standard. Some of these extensions are very useful and
the Adaguc-server implementation has already adopted
some of these extensions. One very useful feature is the
ability to change the color scale and range of a map.

web page publication ready images using a single WMS
GetMap request. Therefore we needed the option to add
a title, subtitle, legend, north arrow and scale-bar to the
map. With these extensions it is possible to generate a
map as shown in Figure 4 using a single GetMap request.

GetHistogram extension
Title, subtitle and legend extensions
During development of the Climate Atlas for the
Netherlands, there was the requirement to generate

Certain projects at KNMI required to get the statistics
for the viewed map. For this purpose the GetHistogram
request has been added. It works very similar to the

Figure 3 Weather model runs: Relation between reference time and time.

Figure 4 Image from http://www.klimaatatlas.nl/ showing climate normals for monthly average temperature in July. This image is generated
by a GetMap request. By using WMS extensions, it becomes possible to add a title, subtitle, scalebar, legend and north arrow in the map.
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GetMap request, with the difference that it returns a
histogram in the form of a JSON output. It gives the
distribution of the actual values in the map, see Figure 5.

WMS GetLegendGraphic extension
For the Dutch “Bosatlas for climate” we have long term
climatological data containing the monthly average
temperature in the Netherlands. In the Netherlands

temperature varies from freezing during winter,
to tropical temperatures in summer. The temporal
difference in temperature between the months is big.
However the spatial difference in temperature within a
month is small. We want to use the same color scale to
compare all twelve months with each other. Using the
same colours for the classes allows for referencing the
same temperatures between months. See Figure 6. below.

Figure 5 The GetHistogram request (on the right), similar to the GetMap request (on the left), provides statistics for the area in view
using a web friendly format.

Figure 6 The same legend is used for all twelve months. Spatial difference in temperature for a month is low, temporal difference
between maps is high.
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As you can see, the legend for each month looks
different, but it is based on the same colour classes. The
red value in one map is the same red value as in the
other. The legend image displays those classes which
are available in the data (for that month). That means
that the legendgraphic is different for each month and
changes according to the time dimension. The Adagucserver supports GetlegendGraphic in combination with
any dimension. The server will figure out which classes
are available on the map. This extension can be enabled
by setting it in the style definition used for this layer.
A web viewer needs to provide the same dimension
information to the GetLegendGraphic as it provides to
the GetMap request.

Vertical profiles: soundings for a location
Vertical profiles are more or less the same as time series,
with the difference that the elevation dimension is queried
for multiple values. Using the same wildcard extension as
described previously, it is possible to easily obtain vertical
profiles from a weather model. By simply using a wildcard
to query for all elevations in combination with the option
to return the data in a web friendly format, a JSON with
the vertical profile is returned. This allows a frontend
application to display the sounding from a weather
model at any desired location as shown in Figure 7. It is
like querying a data cube [7] with weather model data.

Ensemble data for a location
Weather models are often run in parallel on supercom
puters with slightly different variations of the start
conditions. This results in many slightly different outcomes;
an ensemble of model fields (called ensemble members)
containing different weather forecast realisation for a

certain period in the future. Statistics can be derived from
the statistical distribution of the members. The closer
the ensemble members relate to each other, the more
certain the forecast is. When the ensembles differentiate
from each other, the forecast is more uncertain. A typical
application for these data is a visualization using a plume
plot. The plume plot is composed from a set of ensembles
and shows uncertainty over a given time period.
Within the Adaguc-server, the different model
ensembles can be organized with an extra ensemble
dimension, for example named DIM_ensemble in the
request. It becomes possible to get the timeseries
for a location of all ensembles by using the same
GetFeatureInfo of GetPointValue extensions. It is also
possible to use the wildcard for DIM_ensemble, resulting
in the returning of all ensemble data available for that
location. See Figure 8 for an example.

Adaguc-server components
In this section we describe the architecture of the
Adaguc-server. This section is not intended to go into the
very details of the application.

Adaguc-server C++ application
The Adaguc-server is a visualization and data engine
written in C++. C++ was chosen (in 2009) as this was
one of the fastest higher level languages at the time.
Advantages are that it is very popular and many libraries
are available. The Adaguc-server component by itself is
not a web server; it is just an application which needs
to be executed to do something. It cannot be started
and run as a web service without some extra tooling. In
order to make it accessible as a web service it needs an
application server. The Adaguc-server is made to comply

Figure 7 One of the earlier OpenGeoWeb applications, displaying the KNMI Harmonie weather model with a vertical sounding
(Progtemp / Bijvoet diagram).
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with the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) [13] standard.
This makes it possible to run Adaguc-server directly from
a server application like the apache httpd server.
The C++ application is executed once for each request.
For each request a new process is made. This has both
benefits and drawbacks. The main drawback is that the
application has to be started when a new request comes
in. This can cause overhead, especially in the time it takes
to complete a request. We try to make the overhead
minimal by making sure that no precious time is lost
for initializing, reading configuration files or connecting
the databases. In our experience the overhead is small
in relation to time it takes overall to complete a WMS
request. Data and image processing generally take more
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time than starting a process. There are also advantages:
1) the Adaguc-server can be easily run in parallel. The
application server allows running as many Adagucserver processes as desired in parallel, fully utilizing the
available resources. 2) Each process stops after it has
handled the request. Resources that were accidentally
not freed are now automatically unallocated. For
example connections to the database cannot be left
open. The webserver can also kill processes which take
too much time, making sure that system load does not
cause a denial of service. 3) Dataset and configuration
updates have a direct effect. This can be convenient
when editing graphical styling of datasets, see Figure 9
for an overview of the components.

Figure 8 Wildcards for GetFeatureInfo. When using DIM_MEMBER=* in the request, all other members will be returned in the response.
Smart clients can then show the different members or ensembles in a single plot.

Figure 9 Overview of the Adaguc-server components.
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Adaguc configuration
The Adaguc server has three important directory folders:
adaguc-autowms, adaguc-datasets and adaguc-data.
The adaguc-autowms folder is meant to be used
by developers and researchers. Any compatible file in
this folder becomes automatically available as a WMS.
NetCDF files in this folder are indexed and all dimension
values in these NetCDF files become available in the
WMS. The autowms can be configured to select graphical
styling based on the variable and standard names in a
NetCDF file. The autowms directory can interactively be
browsed in the adaguc-viewer via the autowms web
service. Here you can browse the files in your autowms
directory. You can click on them and add them to the
viewer. In practice it turns out to be useful for exploring
various datasets in a web browser.
The adaguc-datasets folder is used for configuration
of data via small XML files. These small files contain
layer definitions, their graphical styling and configure
how files should be concatenated in the webservice.
This is often used for real time data streams. The data
referenced in these files is normally stored in the adagucdata folder. Files in the adaguc-datasets folder are called
a dataset. They can be accessed in the WMS using the
DATASET=<datasetname> parameter in the URL.
The adaguc-data folder contains the actual data.
Usually different datastreams are divided into different
folders. The files in adaguc-data can be live streams
of meteorological data, like the previously mentioned
precipitation radar data with an update frequency of five
minutes. When a new file comes in, the Adaguc-server-

updatedatasets script needs to be triggered. This will
add an index of the new file in the database. After this
step is completed, the new data file is available in the
webservice.

Docker setup for Adaguc
A docker-compose file is available to start Adaguc-server
and all its components with a single command. The
docker has the same folders mentioned in the previous
sections. It is very convenient to use the docker, as it
allows for quick and easy setup of Adaguc-server on
many different systems, see Figure 10 for an overview of
all components setup with docker-compose.

Graphical styling of datasets
The WMS GetMap request returns an image from the
server to a client, for example a browser application, like
OpenLayers or Leaflet. The GetMap image is styled accord
ing to the stylename given in the request. The style name
corresponds to a style configuration on the server. For the
WMS GetMap request the Adaguc-server can style data with
different methods as described in the following sections.

Nearest neighbor interpolation
One of the fastest and simplest methods is nearest
neighbor interpolation [14]. The pixels in the requested
image simply resemble the values of the nearest grid
cells from the source data, see Figure 11 for an impression.
Nearest neighbour interpolation is one of the fastest
image rendering techniques and gives a good impression
about the source data. It can be a natural way of showing

Figure 10 Overview of the provided docker-compose file, which starts all needed Adaguc components with a single command.
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atmospheric datasets which is why it is used quite often
in GIS applications. Adaguc-server makes use of the Proj
library to support many different geographical projections.
Adaguc is heavily optimized to achieve very fast image
transformation. Adaguc-server starts with estimating
what data is visible on the screen. It tries to transform only
visible data. Second, multiple threads are used, each is
responsible for a specific section of the screen. Third, when
coordinates are close to each other, Adaguc-server can
do an estimate for coordinates lying in between, without
calling the proj4 library. By using threads, bypassing the
proj4 library and doing good estimation of what is visible
on the screen, image transformation in nearest neighbour
mode is fast. Precipitation radar imagery in the polar
stereographic projection can be warped and coloured to
a mercator projection under 200ms on a modern system.

Bilinear interpolation
Bilinear interpolation [15] will generally result in smoother
looking images, see Figure 12. This can be used when the
source data has a low geographical resolution.

In Adaguc-server the bilinear interpolation is done
by splitting a quad into two triangles and filling these
triangles using barycentric coordinates Figure 13 shows.
The picture on the right shows how different colours can
be rendered with a smooth transition using barycentric
coordinates, as explained by Lewis van Winkle in triangular
interpolation using barycentric coordinates [20].

Contour Lines and shading
Contour Lines are useful to indicate the same value at
given intervals. This results in a line. The line is plotted
where the values in the map are the same. This is useful
when there is a small gradient in the actual values, like
monthly temperature maps. It is possible to define many
contour definitions with custom colours, line-widths and
text formatting.
Shading is similar to contour lines, but where a contour
line is drawn exactly at a given value, shading will fill a
surface between an upper and lower value. Between the
given values the surface is shaded with the requested
colour, see Figure 14.

Figure 11 Impression of how Nearest Neighbour interpolation is used to fill the image. On the left, the center of the grid cells, on the
right the filled grid cells.

Figure 12 Comparison of nearest neighbour interpolation (left) versus bilinear interpolation (right).
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Figure 13 Triangles in combination with barycentric interpolation for achieving bilinear interpolation.

Figure 14 Application of contour lines (left) and shading (right).

Hill shading
Hill shading [18] is a technique to add a 3D effect to elevation
imagery. Hill shading is usually applied to digital elevation
models (DEM: [16] to achieve realistic impressions of hills.
Hill shading is based on the digital elevation model and a
lightsource. First the normal map is calculated. The normal
map represents the angle of the grid cells [17] The second
step is to combine the normal map with the light source.
This will calculate how much light a grid cell receives from
the light source. The lightsource is usually set on the top
left corner of the map, as humans are trained with light
sources from the upper-left [19]. The hill shaded map
represents values between zero and one. Zero (0) means
that the grid cell is on the darker side of the hill, while
one (1) indicates that the grid cell is orientated towards
the light source. Values in between are given, where 0.5
indicates a flat surface. These values can be used with a
black to white gradient legend and alpha transparency to
shade hills lighter and darker on the map, see Figure 15.
This effect greatly enhances the impression of the
terrain. Small differences in elevation are normally not

visible, but with hill shading these differences become
visible due to the added relief. The technique can be
applied to any gridded dataset, such as flow data from a
weather model to highlight eddy currents.

Stippling
Stippling is useful to indicate uncertainty. Weather
forecasts and climate simulations often provide
uncertainty information about the predicted values. By
using stippling it is possible to indicate uncertainty as an
unobtrusive overlay on the map, see Figure 16.

Symbols – cloud, lightning, weather
With symbology it is possible to style data values using
icons. Currently this is only available for point data. A typical
use case is to display a weather map with weather symbols.
Another application is to display cloud cover, which is
usually measured in octa. Octa is indicated with dedicated
symbols; a circle with a certain pattern. Adaguc can display
symbols provided in the PNG image format. The symbol can
be displayed for a given value range, as shown in Figure 17.

Plieger and de Vreede Journal of Open Research DOI: 10.5334/jors.382

Figure 15 Visualisation of the Dutch elevation AHN dataset (Algemene Hoogtebestand Nederland) using hillshading. The left shows
the raw hillshading layer, the middle shows standard rendering without hill shading and right shows rendering with hillshading.

Figure 16 Stippling used to indicate uncertainty.

Figure 17 Left: Displaying cloud cover using symbols (unit in octa), right: symbols indicating cloud to ground lightning.
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Wind vectors and Wind barbs

Conclusion

In the meteorological domain weather models generate
output for various physical quantities such as wind.
Wind is a vector composed from at least two values.
These can be a horizontal and a vertical component,
or it can be direction and speed. Based on this data,
Adaguc can render wind vectors or meteorological wind
barbs. Adaguc will rotate the barbs and vectors with
respect to the current geographical projection. For some
geographical projections the north pole is not always at
the top of the map. Adaguc will rotate the wind vectors
accordingly. See Figure 18 for an example.

In this article we have described the purpose and
capabilities of the Adaguc-server. With this software
solution, datasets from the meteorological, atmospherical
and climatological domains can be harmonized and
visualized via open standards. Real time data streams
with dimensions such as elevation, time or any other can
be made available. Extensive visualizations options are
available for data styling.
One of the aims is to make visualizations via Web
Map Services interactive. We have put significant effort
in making the Adaguc-server as fast as possible. This is
achieved by loading the minimum required dataset to
complete the request, and optimizing the reprojection
and rendering pipelines.
For interoperability with other tools, we try to adhere
to the standards from the Open GeoSpatial Consortium
where possible. As described, during implementation we
hit the limits with respect to making these kinds of data
available via these standards. To overcome these limits,
extensions were developed.
In the OpenGeoWeb project we are implementing
a web based meteorological working station for the

True color imagery
Adaguc has the capability to display imagery, Figure 19.
This can be topographic maps, satellite images or plain
photographs. True color imagery can be encoded in four
channels: red, green blue and alpha transparency. These
channels are stored in image files like PNG or NetCDF files.
In adaguc we support true color PNG and NetCDF files.
For NetCDF we use a 32 bit unsigned integer (NC_UINT) to
store 4 channels with 8 bits per channel. This way the same
NetCDF format can be used to store true color data as well.

Figure 18 Left: Wind barbs for the KNMI Harmonie weather model, right: wind vectors all flowing northwards with geographical
perspective correction.

Figure 19 Natural view above Australia from the Himawari Satellite.
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operational weather forecasters. Benefits can be found
in the use of web technology, the option to combine
datasets offered by different parties and the ability to
work independently of location. Also we see opportunities
to bring research faster and safely to the operational
weather forecasting office.
Adaguc-server performance benefits from fast file
systems which support seeking and reading small pieces
from a file. Thanks to the indexing database, Adagucserver can pinpoint the exact location and size to read
from a file. This is often a fraction of the total, which
makes the Adaguc-server efficient and responsive on
fast block storage devices. In the near future, cloud
storage solutions will play an important role in storing
scientific datasets. The current way of using large NetCDF
files is not a good match for object storage systems.
These systems do provide minimal support for reading
small chunks from an object. We foresee that research
is needed to unlock the full potential of object storage
systems in relation to Adaguc-server. We think that the
indexing database can help with assembling objects to
a dataset and provide transparent access to the original
data.
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LANGUAGE
C++ and Python

3. QUALITY CONTROL
The Adaguc-server software is largely tested with
functional tests and to some extent with unit tests. These
functional tests do black-box testing of the software using
test datasets and configuration files. For the functional
tests, the Adaguc-server is started using PyTest. Within
the testing framework, an instance of Adaguc-server
is started and its response is evaluated and compared
to expected results. These functional tests ensure that
the behaviour of the software is left unchanged during
development cycles. For each reported issue, we attempt
to add a functional test which reproduces the issue. After
fixing the issue, the test is updated. For many use cases
there are functional tests made, the number of tests is
increased for each added functionality.

(2) AVAILABILITY

(3) REUSE POTENTIAL

GETTING STARTED WITH ADAGUC-SERVER
The easiest way to get started with Adaguc-server is by
making use of the dockerized version. A docker-compose
file is available to start the required infrastructure. With
the docker-compose, the Adaguc-server, postgresql
and nginx are started. This makes a ready to use
system available. We encourage researchers to start
the software locally on their workstation using docker.
Figure 10 gives an overview of the components. With a
local docker version, it is possible to view your own local
datasets in a public web application like opengeoweb.

APPLICATION OF ADAGUC-SERVER AT OTHER
PLACES

The software is running on any recent Linux operating
system (2020 and onwards).

The Adaguc-server is re-usable for anyone in the need to
make climate or meteo datasets available via webservices.
To illustrate how this is done in practice, we provide an
overview of known institutes and users using Adaguc-server.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

OPENGEOWEB

C++ 11 and Python3.

The OpenGeoWeb software is an integrated system
that is currently being developed in a joint effort of
different groups in and outside KNMI to realize the next
generation tooling for monitoring the atmosphere by
forecasters, scientists and developers. The OpenGeoWeb
consortium is currently a formal collaboration between
the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Office (KNMI), the
Finish Meteorological office (FMI), and the Norwegian
meteorological office (MetNo).

OPERATING SYSTEM

ADDITIONAL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Depends on how many users being served. For a local
instance Adaguc-server runs well on a multicore machine
with at least 2GB of ram. Adaguc-server relies on how
fast the data can be read from disk into memory. A solid
state disk will perform better than a traditional spinning
hard drive.
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OpenGeoWeb (see Figure 20) provides an integrated
system that will provide functionality for real time
monitoring of meteorological phenomena, analysis
of related georeferenced data and the production of
warnings and forecasts. OpenGeoWeb’s key advantage
is its applicability for both operations and research,
enabling fast deployment of research results into
meteorological operations. At KNMI the WMS services
for the geoweb application are offered via the Adagucserver. Besides real time weather data, Adaguc-server
can also facilitate research. Researchers can view their
own local WMS services in the shared OpenGeoWeb
frontend application. In combination with the autowms
functionality, it becomes possible to visualize local
data from a researcher’s workstation in the geoweb
application. In the geoweb application, the researcher is
able to compare his data with existing operational data
streams. Benefits of a web based meteorological working

station is that it can be used at other places then the
weather office as well.

PRIMAVERA DATA VIEWER (H2020 PROJECT)
The PRIMAVERA Data Viewer (Figure 21) is a visual
prototype that explores some of the PRIMAVERA project
results obtained from different Global Climate Models.
The aim of the prototype is to illustrate the climate model
results obtained from different models and resolutions. In
the viewer a few well known climate indices are selected
to illustrate the data. At the moment, the Data Viewer
provides results from the past and the future. The viewer
allows to compare different datasets with a vertical slider
which can be dragged to the sides of the screen. This
provides a convenient way of comparing different datasets.
The climate datasets are served using Adaguc-server
by the PRIMAVERA project. The services are also used
in story maps (originating from ESRI’s ArcGISOnline), a

Figure 20 OpenGeoweb application showing real time precipitation data.

Figure 21 User Interface Platform of Primavera project (H2020), visualizations served via Adaguc-server. Web map application written
with OpenLayers. https://uip.primavera-h2020.eu/data-viewer.
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method to combine text and interactive maps to create
inspiring and immersive stories. A link to the story maps
from the Primavera project is available at the related
software and sites sections.

CLIMATE CHANGE SCENARIO VIEWER FOR THE
SPANISH CLIMATE CHANGE OFFICE
The climate change scenario viewer (Figure 22) is an
easily accessible platform to view and download updated
projections for future climate in Spain. The images are
generated with Adaguc-server, the website makes use of
leaflet. You can view historical data and future projections
of climate changes for both observations and grids.

the European project Primavera, with Madrid’s Metro… It
enables us to visualize climate data in a comprehensible
and attractive way that is useful for the users of our tools.
And it has an amazing community of developers and users
around it that have been maintaining and expanding the
project for more than 10 years.” Examples of what they
implement is for example a fire hazard viewer, making
use of the stippling functionality, see Figure 23.

NWCSAF
The nowcasting Satellite Application Facility (NWCSAF)
is using Adaguc-server and adaguc-viewer as a
visualization tool to provide real time access to various
satellite products. See Figures 24 and 25 for examples.

FIRE RISK VIEWER FROM PREDICTIA
(SHOWCASE)

ADAGUC AT METEO SPAIN (AEMET)

Predictia Intelligent Data Solutions is a private company in
Spain making extensive use of the Adaguc-server. Predictia
states the following on their site: “We have used this tool
within several projects: the data viewer for the Spanish,

The meteorological institute of Spain (AEMET) is running
the Adaguc-server and the Adaguc-viewer internally
to display meteo information from various sources
(Figure 26). They have integrated the display of Metars,

Figure 22 Climate change scenario viewer for the Spanish Climate Change Office – https://escenarios.adaptecca.es/.

Figure 23 Fire hazard viewer with stippling applied, from https://showcase.predictia.es/fwi.
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Figure 24 NWCSAF using adaguc-viewer, data selection menu has been extended with many products. From http://nwcsaf-adagucproofs.aemet.es/adaguc-viewer/.

Figure 25 NWCSAF displaying one of the live data streams in the adaguc-viewer. Here we selected “probability of occurrence of
tropopause foldings”.

Figure 26 Adaguc displaying Satellite imagery from Meteosat (HRV, IR108, RDT-CW), Precipitation radars from OPERA and Lightning. A
mix of polygons, points, and Netcdf CF is used in this application. Screenshot by AEMET. Contributors from NWCSAF, EUMETSAT, OPERA
& NWCSAF2ADAGUC.
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Figure 27 Jane’s Weather - A website with weather and climate forecast. Visualization is done with the Adaguc-server. Contourlines,
wind barbs and shading methods are applied.

Figure 28 MeteoSat products visualization at NMA RO [11].

Radars, Satellite and Lightning. They combine data from
Eumetsat and the NWCSAF in the same viewer.

JANE’S WEATHER – WEATHER AND CLIMATE
FORECAST AUSTRALIA

Application Facility (NWCSAF) [11], Radar and MSG RGB/
channels products [9].
NMA has implemented Land Surface Analysis products
with Adaguc and is planning to develop other products
such as SAF products visualisation (Figure 28).

A private company in Australia is building a weather and
climate forecast viewer. You can see current weather, short
term forecasts, and long term climate predictions (Figure 27).
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